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INTRODUCTION 
The importan~e of sorghum in the economy of the world can well be 
re@ognized by its vast distributio~ 9 mass produGt~on and varied utiliza= 
tiono In the United States of Ameri©a grain sorghum produ~tion is only 
exceeded by wheat and corno Grain sorghums are used as a feed for poul-
try9 ~attle9 sheep 9 and swine (~6)];/9 Outside the United States grai~ 
sorghum is consumed by human beingso In most parts of Africa 9 China and 
India it is an important ~ereal for human consumptiono Grain sorg1rwns 
are grown throughout Oklahoma and especially in the western half of the 
statei., 
Sorghum improvement has received eonsiderable attention for many 
years., Early effor·ts of sorghum breeders were directed toward testing 
of plant introdu~tions and selections of adaptable types from themo 
Later 9 hybridization was re©ognized as a mea~s of creating variability 
within which to seleGt for oombinations of characters not previously 
availableo The vigor of first generation sorghum hybrids was studied 
by early workerso They attributed the in~reased yield of hybrids to 
hybrid vigor {9)o 
Hybrid vig~r or heter©sis has been explained as a phenomenon in 
which the perfor:man\C:e of the hybrid is better: t,han the average perfor= 
man~e of the parents or of the better parento The genetiG expl&1.ation@ 
of this phenomenon are based on hypotheses such as heterozygosity ~f 
!/Figures in parentheses refer to literature citedo 
l 
2 
the material~ dominan@e and interaction of different dominant geneso 
The main objective of this investigation was to study quantitative 
characters in two crosses of grain sorghum.so Ten quantitative char-
acters were studied on equally spaced individual plants of parents~ 
hybrid and F2 generationo He:z•itability estimates ware made by using 
F2 varianl\;ie m.ethod and associations of characters in the F2 generation 
were determined by cal~ulating simple correlation coefficientso 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Studies on quantitative characters are not recent~ The phenomenon 
of quantitative inheritanoe was recognized long before Mendel and breed-
ers have been working with quantitative characters for thousands of 
years (33)o So much has beien "WTitten on the inheritance of quantita-
tive characters and hybrid vigor that only the literature which has 
dfa•ect bearing on this problem will be reviewedo 
Measuraable differan~e~ in degree rather than in kind are defined 
as quant.j.tative characterso There is a continuous range of variability 
in the inheritan©~ of these characters which are highly influen~ed by 
emri:ronment o Many genes are involved in the expression of quanti tati vcai 
characters 9 so that simple genetic explanations on the basis of one or 
two segr,ega:ting genes is usually not possible (30J 33.).. As :reported by 
Smith (30) in his review on inheritan~e of quantitative characters in 
plantts 9 Ea~t and Nelson Ehle interpreted the continuous variability in 
quantitativ~ characters as being due to numerous genes which are simi= 
lar and relatively small in effect "With incomplete dominance and whi©h 
act in a G1.nnulative manneir.. This genetic explanation of the continuou$l 
variability of quantitative Ghara.cters is well known as the nnru.ltipl~ 
fa©tor hypothesisrr1 o Although this is an accepted hypothesis 9 some 
:modifitClations to this interpret,ation have been suggestedo Multipl~ 
allele .. ~ at, one lo~us or c:lo~ely linked locii are believed to take part 
in the h6reditary phenomenon of quantitative characters (JO)o Hutchinson 
et alo {16) have interpreted the differences in leaf shap$ in A~iatic 
4 
,, 
cotton on the basis of multiple allele concept. There are quantitativ~ 
characters which are controlled by relatively few genes 9 as plant height 
in maize t,o). 
Heterosis or hybrid vigor is a phenomenon in whieh the hybrid or 
.Fi generation performance is superior to the better parent or at least 
exceeds the mean of the two parents (14)o Hybrid vigor was first 
studied ~y Kolrauter in 1763 (28)o Since then there has been a contin-
uou~ interest in this phenomenon as it affects all plants and animals~ 
Interest in 'hybrid vigor arose when genetic knowledge was very meager. 
The main interest in heterosis which attracted the attention of most 
scientists was the vigorous hybr~d produced when inbred lines were 
erQSsado It was assumed that hybrid vigor was due to unlike genes at 
certain lo~i~ but no proof was given (l4)o 
There is a ctl,ose relation between quantitative characters and 
hybrid vigor~ As described by Sprague (.32) 9 
If the F1 hybrid between two lines or varieties is 
intermediate between the two parents and if the F2 gen-
eration exhibits a eo:QJ;inuoos array of variation, it is 
oustomary to speak of the differences involved as being 
inherited ·quantitativelyo Ifj on the contraryi the F1 
hybrid exceeds the larger parent 9 the increase in total 
growth is generally ascribed to hybrid vigor or heterosis, 
regardless of the type of segregation observed in the F20 
East (11) explainedj 11The key to heterosis is the inheritance of quanti= 
tative characters@_ and interpreted heterosis through the behavior of 
'1norm~" allelomorpbic serieso Hayes et a.lo {1~) suggested "hybrid 
vigor as one phase of quantitative inheritancel!o Smith (30) statedll 
"It is reasonable to consider heterosis as one type of result in the 
general eategory of quantitative inheritanceo" 
: I 
Hybrid vigor is believed to be a phenomenon of gene actiono The 
widely accepted explanation of ,hybrid vigor was proposed by Jones (17) 
·• 
,. 
in 1917 who explained vigor in hybrids as being due to their hetero-
zygosity9 assuming dominance 9 where tbe.deleterious,recessives are 
masked by t9e dominant alleleso To repll:!,ce the term "heterozygosis 11 9 
GG Ho Shull f(29) in 1914 proposed the term nheterosis 11 o The terms. by= 
brid vigor ~nd heterosis are synonyms o Whaley (4.3 ) in 1944 remarked· 
that heterosis had been erroneously used in the literature in J?lace 
of hybrid vigor and tried to differentiate between these two termso 
But his interpretation has not received wide acceptance and Hayes 9 
Immer and Smith (14) pointed out that the use of the term heterosis 
5 
a~ a synonym for hybrid vigor was highly desirable o Srb and O~n (.3.3 ) 
in 1958 used the term heterosis interchangeably with hybrid vigoro In 
1948 Shull (28) gave a detailed explanation of his proposed term9 hater-
osisJ and stated that decrease in vigor should not be termed as nega~ 
tive heterosis as it is a eompletely different pbenomenono 
Ashby (2) investigated the physiological nature of hybrid vigor 
in maizeo Growth curves and photosynthesis efficiencies of leaves were 
studieido He found that hy"Qrids were no better than parentso The hybrid 
had only an advantage of increased percentage of germination 9 which ha 
stated was due to the initial a.dvarl~age of an increased size of embryoso 
He ((;loncluded that9 18hybrid vigor in these strains is nothing more than 
the maintenan©e of an initial advantage in embryo sizeo" This statement 
was criti~ized by East (11) in 19360 He debated that heterosis was 
found in hybrids whose seeds were not larger than those of the parents 9 
and there was no ©orrelation between seed size and growth of the plantso 
Increased seed size was a manifestation of hybrid vigoro He also con-
©luded that heterosis was geneti~a.lly controlled and found that the 
vigor -was maintained in the amphidiploids which bred trueo It was 
also stated that heterosis increased with genetic disparity. 
GENETIC INTERPRETATIONS OF HETOR~IS 
The heterozygous state$ as proposed by Jones (17) is the basic 
interpretation to explain the genetic mecllanism of heterosis. This 
interpretation was based on the dominance of linked genes and gener-
ally has been called the 11domina.nce of linked genes hypothesis. It 
East (11) in 1936 gave another explanation which was based on 
the interaction of alleles and lack of dominance. He explained that 
if allele A1 effects a different physiological condition than allele 
A2 then A1A2 is more vigorous than either of the homozygotes A1A1 and 
~ . 
A2A2. The phenomenon was designated as r.overdominance" by Hull (15). 
In this explanation heterozygosity is present and dominance is lack= 
ing. It ciould also be explained as a complimentary action between 
two alleles 9 A1 and A20 
6 
The third genetic explanation of heterosis is based upon the inter= 
action of different dominant genes<> For example 9 if two inbreds of the 
following genetic ©onstitution are crossed 9 the F1 generation is vigor= 
ous and illustrates the interaction of different dominant genes result= 
ing in~ vigorou~ hybrido 
mmNNOQppQQ .x MMrmOOPPqq 
MmN:nOOPpQq 
'When the F1 is selfed or backorossed there should be a few geno:~. 
types having dominant genes at all loci o Sucll homozygous true=breeding 
lines were not round t3.3 ) .. 
J~: ' 
Hybrid vigor is manifested in various ways in different organisms 
under different conditionso A.s reported by Whaley (43 )<.9 Kolreuter 
explained hybrid vigor as being the greater size of plants 9 ine;reased 
:number of fl~wers and general vegetative vigore Coffman (8) 9 while 
studying oat hybrids found heterosis in different parts of the plants 
' 
in different crosses of oate:., Jonesj as reported by Whaley (4.3) re-
~orded the manifestation of heterosis in maize by increased total 
yield 9 height 9 length of ear9 number of nodes per plant 9 number of 
grains per row9 in©reased root length 9 diameter and increased pene-
tration by F1 hybridso The overall explanation of the manifestation 
7 
of hete:rosis by East (11) was, 00 invariably it is something which effects 
the organism as a woleo 11 Hen©e 9 no fixed key @an be followed in ex= 
plaining hybrid vigor 9 as it is manifested in a variety of wayso 
Hybrid vigor in sorghum was first reported by Conner and Karper 
(9) in 19270 The main obsta~le in the way of seed production of hybrid 
sorghums was the self=fertil:h,ed nature of the sorghum plant with oom= 
plate flower:so A geneti©ally male sterile plant in sorghum (Sudan.grass) 
was first found by Stephens in 19290 It was reported in 1936 by Karper 
and Stephens (20)o In 1935 Stephens (34) f~und another geneti~a.lly 
sterile {ms2,) plan.to As rep©rted by Stephens et_ aL{36) a genetic 
male=sta:dle was f round in Day variety by Glen Ho Kuykendall in 194:3., 
This male=sterile plant when pollinated by some varieties produ~ed 
F1 plants which were al~o male ster~le but when pollinated with certain 
@ther varietie~ produ©ed fertile hybrid~o A plan of a three=way cross 
for the production of' hybrid seed by using this male sterile line Yas 
proposed,. 
Stephens and Holland (37) reported the discovery of cytoplasini@ 
sterility and proposed its use in hybrid sorghum seed produ(]tiono 
They concluded that this male sterility 'Which was a result of interaction 
8 
between Milo cytoplasm and Kafir nuclear genes should provide a more 
satisfactory way of producing hybrid sorghum seeds than the three=way 
crioss 9 in which only genetiG male sterility was utilizedo At presenti, 
several ~ytoplasmio male sterile lines have been established for use in 
hybrid sorghum productiono 
Conner and Karper (9) made three crosses of sorghums with ea~h 
variety having a distinct heighto The F1 hybrids were found to be 66 
percent taller than the tallest parents and the F2 generation was also 
40 percent taller than the tallest parentso Heterosis was observed in 
leaf size)) chlorophyll devel©pment)) and grain yield. Maturity was also 
markedly delayedo 
Karper and Quinby (21) in 1937 conducted a study of hybrid vigor 
in sorghumso Observations on growth» maturity9 yield of grainsi yield 
\ 
of f©rage)) and other ~haracters were madeo It was concluded that all 
the hybrids were more vigorous than the parentso The most evident ex= 
pression of hybrid vigor was increased vegetative growth and extrema 
lateness of maturityo The recorded range of vigor varied from a slight 
in©rease over the parents to an extreme height of plants 15 feet tall 
and grain y:telds above 150 bushels per acre~ While studying the nature 
of gene a©tion it was con©luded that the sorghum. varieties were differ= 
ent in gen~ti~ make=up for many ge~es other than those that are visible 
in their effe@t and it was interpreted that hybrid vigor was mainly due 
to the accumulation of dominant favorable genes in the hybrids over 
their parent~., 
Bartel {3) in 1949 reported studies on hybrid vigor of sorghmno 
.Al together nineteien hybrids were studied out of which sixteen hybrids 
were higher y16lding than the parentso Almost all hybrids had more 
leaves. Fifteen hybrids yielded more stover than the means of the 
parents. The average seed size was intermediate or as large as the 
larger parent .. 
9 
Stephens and Quinby (J5) reported on the grain yield of hybrid 
sorghum. The ._seeds were produoed each year by hand pollination of male-
sterile Texas Blackhull kafir with Day selection GoCo 383110 The hy= 
brids yielded 10 percent more than the higher parent and 27 percent 
more than the average of all varieties in April plantingo From June 
plantings the hybrids yielded 20 percent more than the higher parent 
and 44 percient more than the average of all varierties.. Ther hybrids 
alsiio exceeded the parents in tillering and in threshing percentage~ but 
were intermediate in height 9 maturityi, lodging9 seed color~ resistance 
to ChinGh bug and Char~oal rot diseaseo 
Quinby and Karper (25) in a study of heterosis in sorghum which 
resulted from the heterozygous condition of a single pair of genes» 
i1Ma.ma 00 9 reported that their heterozygous condition was responsible for 
late maturity as compared to either of the homozygotes:o· The number of 
stalks 9 head weight 9 and stover weight were also greater in the hetero-
:tiygote.&:lo It was @ion@luded that the increase was due to the late 
maturity resulting in the l©ng period of growtho 
Bhatti and Khan (5) in 1953 reported from Pakistan a study of 
heterosis in sorghum hybridso The hybrids between TlOO x ~io and 
TlOO x Sudang-rass resulted in marked hybrid vigor o The hybrid of the 
latter cross exceeded the higher parent in plant weight by as mu.ch as 
333 percento 
Argikar and Chavan (1) from India in 1958 studied hybrid vigor in 
eleven hybrid~o Heterosis was observed in plant height 9 girth of steml! 
10 
number_of internodes per plant 9 length and breadth of leaf, length and 
diameter of pani©le 9 seed yield and weight of 100 seedso It was con-; 
eluded that the inc:rease in yield was due to increased seed number per 
pani~le rather than increased seed sizeo 
HERITABILITY OF CHARACTERS 
The transmissibility of a particular character from generation to 
generation may be defined as heritabiility and it can be estimated by 
appropriate cal©ulations., Heritabil:t'.ty is of importance in plant ~reed= 
ing as a measure of selection efficiency in segregating populationso 
These estimates indi©ate to a breeder how much variation in segregating 
populations is due to environment and how much variation is due to 
genetic differen~e:Sa 
Various methods and formulae have been devised for calculating the 
estimates of heritability of characters o Warner (40) in his review of 
heritability in 1952 grouped the previous methods of estimating herit-
a.bil:i ties into three main classes which are as follows & (l) Parent-
offspring regression 9 {2) VarianGe components from an analysis of vari= 
an~e~ {3) Approximation of non=heritable varianGe from geneti~ally 
uniform population t© estimate total genetic varian©eo Whil,e arguing 
that the abov6 methods:were not satisfactory for plant breeders 'Who need 
1:\\U early gen~ri:.tio:n estimate of heritability he propiosed a new method 
and explained its advantages as~ ~(l) The estimate is made entir~ly on 
the ba~is of the F2 and the backcross of the F1 to eacll inbred parento 
(2) The estimating of non-heritable variance is unnecessary.," He pre= 
sented a fol1!lllla for estimating heritability in which it was assum.~d 
that the ~nvironmental ~omponent of varian~e of F2 and the backeross are 
eomparable in magnitud~e The additivity of genetiG effects 9 lack of 
epistasis and ind1ependence of genotype and environmental variance is 
also assumed. 
As reported by Warner (40) the first studies on heredity and 
environmental variation were made by Johannsen 9 East and Nilson=Ehle 
11 
in 1909 9 1916 » and 19099 respectively o Fisher in 1918 studied the 
geneti© variance in relation to environmental effectso He demonstrated 
that the genetiCJ variance was due to additive effects of genes» due to 
dominan©e deviations from the additive scheme» and due to deviations 
from the addit,iv~ sciheme attributable to interaction of nonalleli@ 
ge:neso He also reported that Charles» Smith and Powers in their study 
of ganetic: and emriro:mnental variance used the variance of non=segre= 
gating population as a measure of environmental variance and separated 
geneti@ varian©e from total varianceo Heritable variation was studied 
by ·warious: other workers who partitioned the variances due to additive 
geneitic effects and due to deviations from the additive scheme (40)0 
Robinson 9 et. a.lo {27) in 1952 studied heritability and degree of 
dominance in ©OI'Rllo They divided the genetic: variance into additive 
geneti© va:riane:e and va:i:0ian©f) due to dominance deviationo The bi=parental 
prog€il1IJJie[S: were studied to estimate the components of variance and herit= 
ability corn. This method was also compared with the method of esti= 
mating heritability by use of pa:rent=igf:f'spring regressiono High estimates 
of heritability were obtained for plant height 9 ear length 9 husk extension 
and husk scror,a,o Yield, number of ear per plant,!! ear height;, and ear 
diameter h:1:,Jd Vf!iry l©w heritability estimates o 
Mahmud and Kramer (23) while studying the segregation for yield 
follcn.dng a soybean ©r©s~ estimated the heritability for yield)) height 
and maturity by.using F2 varianci~ methodp the regression of F.3 progeny 
12 
means on F2 plant values and variance among progenies as derived from 
variance components of analysis of varianceo The heritability esti= 
mates ranged from 69 to 779 74 to 91» and 92 to 100 percent,respective~ 
ly .. 
Ka.lto:n 9 et alo (19) in 1952 e.stimated the ratio between genetic 
varian<CJe and total variance in Orchardgrass clones by using the differ-
anGe between the var,iances of inbred and progenies and dividing by total 
varian©e of progenyo The variaij~e of inbreds was attributed only due 
I <-. 
to environmento Heritability estimates of spring vigor score:, leafiness 
score 9 plant height 9 paniole number and yield varied from 35 to 56 per= 
cent. Estimates of hepitability for yield and panicle number were nega~ 
tive or very loYo 
Weber and Moorthy CU) in 1952 calculated estimates of heritability 
in soybean ©rosses as a percent of genotypic variance of the total F2 
va.rian©e~ In two crosse~ the heritabilities for yield were =78., a,nd =lo7 
percento Estimates for.other agronomic characters ranged from 13 to 86 
perd®nto High heritability estimates were obtained for flowering time 
and maturity dateo They interpr~ted that; 
It should not be forgotten 9 however 9 that heritability 
cal©ulated from F2 data is the geni© portion of an attribut~ 
plus the eff ec:ts of dominanc:e and epista.sis 9 while that 0a):= 
c:ulat~d from re©ipro©al regression is largely due to additive 
geneti© effects transmitted from parent to progeny such as 
F2 = F30 The meth©d used herein would pe useful in ~alcu= 
lating heritability for any character or the genotypi© ©orr®= 
lations between any two characters from F2 data., 
Bartley and Web~r (4) in 1952 r~ported a study of heritability ©f 
. i 
fiour agronorridc: chara~ters in three soybean crosses from the relations 
of F2 and Fz, generations to F.3 to F 4• Heritability estimates were 
cal©ulat~d by r~gression of progeny means on their parents in the F2 
13 
and F3 generation~o Average heritabilities ranged from 10o9 to 92 per= 
cent. Estimates for yield and lodging were low and variable and for 
maturity and plant height were fairly higho 
The genetic and environmental variability in two crosses of barley 
was reported by Fiuzat and Atkins (12) in 19530 F2 variance method as 
described by W@b~l" and M_ioioll:"tby C41) was followed to estimats heritability 
of six agronomic Clharacterso Ea~liness and plant height were found to 
be highly heritable and it was conlClluded that individual plant sele101tion 
in F2 for these charaeters· will be effectiveo Heritability values 
ranged from 2lo2 percent for kernsl weight of cross 2 to 92ol percent 
for h~ading date in ciross le 
Barton and DeVane (7) in 1953 reported a method of estimating h~rit= 
ability while working with the Tall f i,sc:ue o They explained its advan,-
tages as it does not require the assumption that environmental varianc:e 
is e1qual in b(C)th i,gegrl6gating and non-segregating populations and it also 
redu©as the muount of genotype x environmental variance carried in the 
:, 
K~ller and Likens (22) in 1955 estimated the heritability of ~harac= 
ters in B©ps by the pro©edur~ outlined by Barton and Devane (?)e Esti= 
mates of haritabilities and expected gains from selections were @al©'ll.lated 
from singl6=plot and r@pli~ated basi~o 
Heritability ratios w~r~ used by Thomas and Kernkainp (39} for measur= 
ing combining ability with Smooth broomgrasso Estimates of heritability 
were ~al©ulat6d as a ratio between genetic varian~e obtained from the 
diff~r~n~e of m~an squares of progenies and error mean square to total 
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J©Jgi (18) in 1956 proposed a formula for estimating heritabilities 
by using advanced generation mater~~ls in two barle~ crosseso Herit-
ability for disease raae)tion and other'agronomic characters were cal-
oulated by using the components of analysis of variance 9 which ranged 
from 42 to 96 per~ento 
Frey and Horner (13) in 1957 proposed a modified pa~ent=progeny 
regression procedure for estimating heritability in oats~ A comparison 
was made in the heritability estimates obtained from conventional 
method and prroposed a. standard unit methodo This method has a herit= 
ability ceiling of 100 percent 9 whereas the ceiling varies in conven= 
tional methodo 
Literature on the haritabilities of characters in sorghum was not 
found 9 therefore it is not included in the review of litera~urao 
CORRELATION OF CHARACTERS 
It is of interest and use in plant breeding to know the degree of 
asso~iation of two aharactarso It helps a breeder to select a ohara~= 
ter and predi©t the performance of another related chara.ctero Li tera-
ture on asso©iation of ~haracters in sorghum was not availableo Most 
of the studie~ on correlation of morphological characters were conduct~d 
various morphologi©al characters in corn and reviewed the liter~tur~ on 
W~ib~l {43) in 1955 studi~d the correlation 9 in wheat Grop and a 
vast review of literature has been presented on the previous studies of 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Crosses were made between the varieties Redlan male sterile and 
Plainsman restorer and between Combine kafir 60 male sterile and Com= 
bine 7078 in 1956 .. The hybrids of these two crosses were grown in 1957 
-· -
and seeds of, all the parents 9 their F 1 _ and F 2 were produced under_ bEL~S 
to insure selfingo These ~eeds were availab;~ in the_~er~1:llll~Proje~t» 
Agronomy Depart..ment9 Oklahoma State University. ~- study of quantitativ~ 
character, in sorghum was undertaken at the Oklahoma State Agricultural 
Experiment Station Fal".lll at Perkinsp during the summer of 1959. Follow-
ing are the 'b:!C'ieif das@riptions of' the sorghum varieties used as parent, 
in the two Gros.ses .. 
~~ is a combine grain sorghum released by t~e_9k~ah0~~ Agrioul= 
tur~ Experimen~ Station in 19520 Th~ averag~ height of plants ~ang!~ 
from 38o2 inches a.t Woodward to 43 .. 5 inches at Stillwater.. The plants 
mature in 118 to 120 days .. Tillers are rarely produced. The stems are 
sturdy and bear kaf'ir=like head$,. The seeds are large and reddish= 
Plainsmru1 was developad from the Texas Agricultural Experiment 
Statio~o It has long and cylindrical heads resembling ks.fir. It 
blo«:)ms in 70 dsys and matures in 110 days.. It is resistant "tio milo 
disease 9 tillers only occasionally9 ,and has medium sized reddish=yellow 
Ce:mbine kaf'ir-60 is an early combine type Blackhull kafiro The 
stalks ~re juicy and stand up well in the field {24) .. The ~ead is 
- 15 
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erect with white colored seedso This v~iety blooms in 60 days 9 a week 
earlier than the Plainsmano The test weight of the grain averages 60 
pounds per bushelo 
Combine 7078 was also developed in Texaso It l:);Looms in about 62 
dayso The grain is soft 9 milo y~llow colored and it weathers very bad= 
ly in wet seasons (24}o Lodging is common but grains may be produced 
even in dry seasonso 
The experiment was conducted in a randomized complete blo~k design 
with f10ur replicationso There were eight entries in eaoh replication 
@onsisting of four parents 9 two Fi hybrids and two F2 o For parents and 
the F1 hybrid 9 the plots were made up of three rows 9 40 inches apart and 
20 feet long with a four=foot alleyway between the replicationso To 
have a more preoise measure of the F2 segregating population 9 the plot 
size was inGreased to six ro\Mo 
The exp$r:lJ,maxrt was sown on June .309 1959~ with a tractor<=draw 
planter equipp~d with funnels through which the seeds were dropped by 
hand int© the planting shoes; After emergence the rows were thinned 
leaving only one plant every 18 inches o When the plants were nearin~ 
the heading stag\81 9 fift(:J®JJ.rl plants in the middle ro-w of each plot of th~ 
parents and of the F1 hybrids were taggedo Sixty plants of the F2 pop= 
ulation f~om the middle four rows were tagged in each plot by sele~ting 
fift8en plants in ea~h rowo These plants were selected starting from 
the end and pro0eeding with equally competative plantss 
The following pre=harvest observations were recorded on ea~h plant 
taggl!lld g 
lo ~s to first blo~g Number of days from planting to the first 
day of anthesisio 
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2. Male sterili t::p Plants which failed to shed pollen at an thesis o 
In the F2 populations it was expected that approximately one=fourth of 
the plants would be male sterileo The parents and F1 hybrids were fully 
fertileo. 
3. flant height g Distance in inches from the ground level to 
the top of the matured head. 
4o Head le:ngthg Distance :f,'rom the ba~e to the tip of the head in 
inches. 
5a l!Y:m.ber of tillersg Number of heads produced by each pl.anto 
The test was harvested on November 21 9 19599 by hand. To avoid the 
loss of seeds in handling and transportation after harvest 9 each head 
was covered with a paper bago The following post=harvest observations 
were recorded on individual. beads harvested. 
60 J!ead weights Individual weight of heads in grams before 
threshingo To aw~id variation in head weight due to peduncle 9 the 
latter was cut=off to a length of 4 to 5 inches in all the heads before 
weighing. 
7. Grain yield g Weight of grain ·. in grams after threshing of bead. 
Threshing was done by a power driven small threshero 
8., Threshing perce:ntageig The percentage figure calffltlated by 
dividing grain weight by the head weight and multiplying by 1000 
9., W~ight of 100 seed9 g Weight of 100 seeds selected at random 
and weighed to the nearest milligram.. 
10., Nmnber of seeds per plantg A figure calculated by dividing 
weight of threshed grain by weight of 100 seeds and multiplying by 1000 
11 o Bushel w~ight g Estimate of the weight of a bushel of grain 
based on method of Swanson C38) o 
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120 Protein contentg Percentage of protein contained in each 
parent 9 F1 and F2 9 analysed by standard Kjeldahl procedureo Tne sample 
for chemi~al analysfs was made up from a composite of all the beads in 
any one variety or other generationso 
The frequenCJy distribution histograms of all the characters except 
of protein content were made for each parent.9 F1 hybrid 9 and F2 genera~ 
tiono 
The data collected for each plant was punched on IoB~Mo cards and 
sums of squares and sum.s of cr9ss products were obtained by machine .. 
The ~ombin~d analysis of variance for parents and F1 was calculated for 
both crosses (42)0 In this analysis of variance 9 treatment and error 
smns of squares and degrees of freedom were partitioned and comparisons 
were made between the parents and between parents a,nd F10 Homogeneity 
of errior variance was tested by the respective components of error 
va:riance and within varian©se was obtained for parent.~ and F1 populations o 
Estimat~s of heritability were obtained by using F2 varianGe as 
indi~at~d by Weber and Moorthy (J,JL)o Varian~e within varieties was sub~ 
tracted from the total F2 variance and the fraction obtained was divided 
by F2 var:ianC<e o This quotient was multiplied by 100 to give the estimate 
of heritability in percentagea 
The ass((),(giation of different characters was determined by cal~ulat-
ing corr~lation coefficients as explained by Snedecor (31)o 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For ease of presentation of results 9 the cross between Redlan and 
Plainsman i~ de~ignated as ~ross land the cross between Combine kafir= 
60 and Combine 7078 as cross 2o 
Results and diSlicrussions- are presented in the following orderi 
(1) Frequen~y distX"ibution histograms 9 means and ranges of each parent9 
F1 hybrid a.ind F;2; gat1l!ration of cross l and oroes 2)) respectivelyv for 
ea©h cha.reote:r .:rt.udi<aid 9 and their analysis of variance; (2) Heritability 
estimates of agl'onomi~ character5~ and (3) Correlation of character~o 
The following is the order of ~.haracters studied and presented in thi~ 
se~tioru (1) Days to fir::rt bl«llo:m 9, (2) Male sterility.;: (3) Pl~nt height; 
(4) Head 1-sioqgth)l · (5) Nwuber of tillers 9 (6) Head weight; (7) Grain yield, 
{8) "!hreshing pereentagei; (9) Waight of 100 seeds; (10) Number of seeds 
per planti (11) Bi.1~hel weight~ and (12) Protein contento 
~ t(Q). first blo~ Sair!lpl®Jd frequency histograms» ,means and 
ranges of p&urents 9 F1 hy'!;lirid and F2 generation f{;lr days to first bloom 
for c,ro::Js: l are pres~nt,rsd in Figure l" The histograms of Redlan and 
Pl8!ins:m\:l.)l)1 show®d .~ bimf}dal distributiono The means of these two parent~ 
'Were :similar 9 beiing 65,,7 day~o There was a differencie of one day in the 
ranges with all the plants blooming with a range of fifteen to sixteeD 
day~o The mealtil of the F1 for d~yi:t to first bloom was 2 .. 8 days earlier 
th8n the parer.rt:eio Although the range of the F1 population was almigst 
the Sl!IDle)) thre. plar,,t~ sitarted blooming earlier than the parents and 
19 
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Figure lo Frequency histograms 9 means and ranges of days to first bloom 
for the parent~ 9 F1 and F2 generations of aross.l 9 Redlan x 
Plainimnan 
~omplet®d bloQming in si:itt@en d?il.yso The F2 mean valu~ was almost lik® 
the par®nt~ with a wid® rw.1g® of tw®nty=four dayso The wide range in 
21 
. Fi wa5 axpe@ted but su~h a diff®ren~e between the parents and F2 might 
be <i.lu1a1 1, hi p~.r.ts tlOJ the g:reateir number of plants observed in this gene= 
l'&lli.~i(OID,o 
The combill11(111d &11nalyisis of variance for parents and F1 for days to 
f:i:r'st blioiow «:xf CQllr'O!S!Sl l i!Sl givan in Table I., The di.ffers:nca between the 
F1 ~nd pa:rrsntr;.1 1) as .Ji.ndi@at®d by ''F" :ratios is not s:ignifi~anto It ap= 
pears that this ©hara~ter is affected by a number of geneso The hybrid 
was a f reiw days @~)J;lb1:r ·whi©h may be due to an accumulation a.nd inte:r= 
ac:tion of some :t1,vorablri!J g(i.!1Jr.i\r6Jte: tra!~smi tted through the parents. 
Fig,:uci~ 2 11;'16pres~n.tei the sampliad frequency distribution. histrogram:5 !>' 
mrsians 9 ,9,nd :range:s of ©l"'©~s 2 fo:r days to first blroiomo There was miorrei-
vall'."i~tion iin Co:m1b:Ji)l'll~ kafill'."=60 whi©b is evident from the rangeso B©th 
the pal:"(l,il!t,s t,QJ,ok drly=1Sighit, days on an averag~ for the first blo©mingo 
The Xlll®if'.!illi of' the Fi hybrid was four days earlh1r than. the pa.rants 9 and 
the meaE!\ ,of 'the F;z was one di.y ea:irliGr ·than the parents. The range of' 
the prOJJ!i,leJt,.i,o),ti', w~,s l~1rger th11u:J1 the pe,:reiats and the FJ. hybrido 
Alln~.ly1:J:b1 1of 'llJi'SJr'ie.n1,::J@ f.or days to fir~t blo©m for c:rosei 2 is g:i wia:irl 
h1 T&-1bl~ Il0 Thrs dtfff,));'®r;J1©<e beitwrean the parents and F1 was signifi<CJant 
s:lt, thra 5 )Pi!lll.t'©•E.ll'.lt lav~l o E!!l'.rly lbloomi:ng of hybrids in both the Gir>©sse~ 
wa.s p©~:dbly due to &rJ1 i:r.1©lfl@Jars@d re:te of growth o 
1~e sitelfilit_xg All the plants studied in parents and F1 geneI":a.= 
tion E, of the two cr«::1~©le~ Wili'JJ!."(SJ :male f ertilei o Male s·ter:il@l plants war~ 
f'gwn1d iu the F,2 geiD.~lr'l?/tionso This was expe©ted due to the male sterile 
p~r®rrtl':1 9 R,@lidl~n :b1 cr©sli\i l and Combine kaf'i:r-60 in ~ross 2 ~ which we:r® 
C:lc"rGs&'ll~d with l"l€1S:ttGlr"(§]!"~ Pl¥l1in~m,ull ~nd Combine 7078 j) reflpe~ti v@ly o In th~ 
TABLE I 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for days 
to first bloom for the parents and Fi of cross 1, 
Redlan x Plainsman, and F2 variance. 





P1 vs . P2 1 
F1 vs. P1+ P2 1 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) 3 
Reps x (F1 vs. P1 + P2) 3 



































Analysis of variance of individual plant data for days 
to first bloom for the parents and F1 of cross 2, 
Combine kafir-60 x Combine 7078, and F2 variance. 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum. of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squar es 
Total 179 2.350.80 
Replications 3 30.13 10.04 
Varieties 2 650.00 325.00* 
P1 vs. P2 1 1.88 1.88 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 1 648.11 648.ll* 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 325.07 54 .. 17 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) 3 235.65 78.55 
Reps x (F1 vs. P1 + P2) 3 89.42 29.80 
Within Varieties 168 1345.62 8.00 
Pi, 56 545.46 9.74 
P2 56 207.59 3.70 
F1 56 592.52 10.58 
F2 224 .3664 • .35 16.35 
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Figure 2 o Frequency histograms, means and ranges of days to first blo-0m for 
the parents, F1 and F2 gene-rations of cross 2, Combine kafir-60 x 
t'!nmJ..4 .,.,.,. 7C'i'7~ 
F2 generation of cross 1 9 out ~~f 240 individualsJ 61 were male sterile 
and in the F2 of cross 2~ 55 plants of the 240 were male sterile. This 
was a close approximation of 3:1 ratio between male fertile and sterile 
plants)) respectively. The chi-square value for oro11s 1 was 0 .. 022 and 
for cross 2 it was 0.54 indicating a good fit to the Jgl rationo These 
chi=square values were not significant at the five percent level. This 
ratio indicates the posslbility of single factor control of male steriljty. 
The gene for male fertility is dominant over its allele which» when homo-
gyzous,produced male sterile plants in F2 segregating populations of 
both the crosses. After studying this male sterility a logical question 
arose as to whether there might be differences , bet ween male fertile and 
male sterile plants for the characters studied. The discussion of this 
will be presented later. 
Pl ant height: Sampled frequency histograms 9 means and ranges of 
parentsD Fi and F2 of cross 1 for plant height are presented in Figure 3. 
As indicated by mean height of parentsj Redlan was 5o4 inches taller than 
Pl ainsman. The mean of the F1 hybrid and the F2 segregating population 
was int ermedi at e between the two parents~ and there was a continuous 
v riation in F2 generationo These frequency distributions and means 
for pl nt height of cross 1 took a form that is generally expected for 
characteri stics quantitatively inheritedo 
Table III represents the combined analysis of variance of plant 
height for par ents and Fi of cross 1. The difference i-n height of the 
parents was si gnificant and the difference between F1 hybrid and parents 
was not significant. 
Figura 4 contains the sampled frequency distributions 9 means 9 and 
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Figure .3. Frequency histograms» means and ranges of plant height for the 
parental' F1 and F2 generation~ of cross 1, Redlan :x: Plainsmano 
TABLE III 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
plant height of the parents and F1 of cross 1 9 
Redlan x Plainsmanj and F2 variance. 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 1711 .. 92 
Replication~ 3 15.87 5.,29 
Variet,ies 2 893075 446 .. 87** 
P1 vs. P2 1 891 .. 08 891008** 
F1 vs. P1 -t- P2 1 2,,67 2.67 
Rep~ ~Variaties (Error) 6 62.29 10 .. .38 
Reps X (P1 V'S O P2) 3 12.16 4.05 
Reps_x (F1 VS. P1 + P2) 3 50ql3 16.71 
Within varieties 168 74000 4o40 
P1 56 320.79 5 .. 72 
P2 56 250 .. 79 4.47 
F1 56 168.39 3 .. 00 
' 
F2 224 1927 .. 56 . 8 .. 60 
TABLE IV 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
plant height of the parents and F1, of cross 2» 
Combine kafir-60 x Combine 7078, and F2 variance. 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 1662.55 
Replications 3 65.21 21.73 
Varieties 2 743e63 371 .. 81** 
P1 vs. P2 l 603.01 603.01** 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 1 '140 .. 61 140.6i** 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 39.08 6 .. 51 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) 3 22 .. 70 7 .. 57 
Reps x (F1 vs. P1 + P2) 3 16.37 5o45 
Within varieties - 168 814-.63 4.83 
P1 56 238 .. 39 4 .. 25 
P2 56 145.19 2o59 
F1 56 431.06 7.69 
F2 224 4027 .. 84 17 .. 98 
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Figu:r~ 4 .· Frequency histograllls i) means and ranges of plant height for the 
parents» F1 and F2 generations of cross 2 9 Combine kafir-60 x 
Combine- 7078. 
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parents C©mbine kafir=60 and Combine 7078 can be differentiated into two 
distinct groups 9 former being the taller and latter being the shortere 
The mean of the first generation hybrid was similar to that of the taller 
parent and there was a differenee of about two inches between the :mean of 
the parents and of the Fi hybrido The F1 had a wid~r raoge thim the 
parentso The F2 population mean was about one ineh greater than the 
taller parent with a.very wide range of 22 inches between the sho:rte,:t 
and the tallest plan.to The large variation in F2 appears to be due to 
re~ombinations and the effect of environmento In this cross the genes 
~ontrolling the height of the taller plant pa~ent have exhibit~d domi-
A highly signifieant difference in plant height was found between 
the parents and between the parents and the hybrid of cross 2. The 
analysi~ of varianee is shown in Table IVo Highly signifi@ant differ= 
ences between parents and hybrid and among parents were due in part to 
the reduced error varianceo 
Head l~ngth g Sampled frequency distributions~ means~ and rangeai 
of head length for cross 1 are reported in Figure 5o There were very 
little differen©es between the ~ean head lengths of parents» F1 and F2 
generation .. , The frequency distribution of Plainsman "appeared to be 
bimodalo The F1 hybrid and F2 population followed the distribution of 
Redlan with similar means o It, appears that there was a partial. dominance 
of long head length" 
Analysis of varianGe of head length for cross 1 which is given in 
Table V9 does not indicate any significant differencese 
M,eJJan head li&n.gth of cross 2 for parents» Fi and F2 are given in 
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Figure 5. Frequency histograms 9 means and ranges of head length for the 
parents~ F1 and F2 generations of cross 1, Redlan x Plainsman--o-
TABLE V 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
head length of the parents and Fi of cross 1~ 
Radlan x Plainsman~ and F2 variance. 




P1 vs. P2 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 
Reps X. (Pl VSo 
Reps x (F1 VSo 
P2) 






Degrees of Sum of 
Freedom Squares 
179 142 • .3.3 






3 .3 .4.3 
168 102067 
56 4L.32 
56 36 .. 26 
56 25.06 
224 l 78.o5 














0 .. 79 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
head length of the parents and F1 of cross 21 
Combine kafir=60 x Combine 7078J and F2 variance. 
S©urce of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 15808 
Replioations 3 9oll 3.,03 
Var:leties 2 42.,63 21 • .31** 
P1 vs. P2 1 15 .. 41 15.41* 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 1 27 .. 22 27 .. 22** 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 10.39 L73 
Reps x (P1 VSo P2) .3 5.55 1.,85 
Reps x (F1 vs •. Pl+ P2) 3 4.,84 lo61 
Within varietie~ 168 96.67 0.57 
P1 56 41.,.3.3 0.73 
P2 56 30 .. 66 0.54 
F1 56 24.66 0.44 
F2 224 216 .. 76 0.96 
* Signifi©ant at the 5 percent level~ 
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Figure 6. Frequency histograms, means and ranges of head length for the 
parents~ Fi and F2 generations of cross 2, Combine kafir-60 x 
Combi~e 7078. 
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mean head length of the F1 hybrid and the F2 population exceeded the mean 
qf t he larger parent» ind~cating heterosiso 
Table VI represents t he analysis of variance of head length for 
cross 2. Significant differences were indicated betwee~ parents at the 
5 percent level, and between the F1 hybrid and parents at the one percent 
level. The mean of the F1 hybrid exceeded the mean of the two parents by 
lo23 i nches. 
Number of tillers per plantg Tillering was practically absent in 
all generations for both crosses. This character will not be included 
in further discussions. 
He!d weightg It was found that head weight and threshed grain 
wei ght were highly correlat ed in both the crosses. The correlation 
coefficient s between these two variables were 0.96 and 0.95 in the two 
crosses. Hence the frequency distributions for head weight will f ollow 
·~he S&lll.e pattern as the distributions of grain yield j as presented in 
Figures 7 and 80 The mean head weights (in grams) of parents» F1 and 
F2 of cross 1 were as follows & 
Redlan Plainsman 
99006 
The above means indicate that the head weight of the F1 hybrid was 
greater than the parents. The F2 mean was also greater than the heavier 
parent . Heterosis was quite evident in the Fi hybrid. The analysis of 
variance of head weight for cross 1 in Table VII indicated a significant 
difference between the F1 and t he parents at the 5 percent level. 
The mean head weights (in grams) of Combine kafir=60» Combine 7078» 
F1 and F2 gener ations are given below & 
TABLE VII 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
head weight of the parents and Fi of cross 1 1 
Redlan x Plainsman, and F2 variance. 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
) Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 53300.17 
Replicat ions 3 725.17 2/+J.. 7 
Varieties 2 8597.20 4298.6 * 
Pl vs . P2 1 1732.80 1732.8 
Fi V!;! o P1 + P2 1 6864.40 686404 * 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 3675.29 612.5 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) .3 2293.80 764.6 
Reps x (F1 vs . P1 + P2) .3 .l.381.48 460.4 
Within varieties 168 40.302.51 2.39.8 
P1 56 11206 • .3.9 200.1 
P2 56 13275.59 237.0 
F1 56 15820.5.3 282.5 
F2 224 82542.49 368.4 
TABLE VIII 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
head weight of the parents and F1 of cross 29 
Combine kafir-60 x Combine 7078» and F2 variance. 
Source of Variat ion Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Fr eedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 110242.07 
Replications .3 516.11 172.0.3 
Variet ies 2 58395.28 29197 .64* 
P1 vs. P2 1 1140.83 1140.83 
F1 vs. P1+P2 1 57254.45 57254.45** 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 2473.21 412.20 
Reps x (P1 vs . P2) 3 261.43 87.14 
Reps .x (F1 vs . P1 + P2) 3 2211.78 737.26 
Within varieties 168 48857.47 290.81 
P1 56 6323 .86 112 . 92 
P2 56 15313.46 273.41 
F1 56 27220.15 486.07 
F2 224 80699.15 360.26 
* Si gnificant at the 5 percent level. 
**Significant at the 1 percent level. 
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89.40 99 .. 56 
Hetero~i~ was evident in the F1 hybrid which exceeded the greater parent 
by about 30 gramso Analysis of variance of head weight for cross 2 is 
givei~ in Table VIIIo The differ9n~e in head weight between the parents 
Wi.S not s:1gllllifi©ant while the difference between pa.rants and F1 hybrid 
' 
The heavier heads of F1 in cross l cannot be attributed to longer 
heade as there was nro1 s:ignifi©.ant diff erenll]e in head length o In ~ross 2 9 
howeveiir 9 t,he length of the F1 h.eiads was signifi@a.ntly larger and this 
m~y b~ on~ of the factors contributing to heavier headso 
Gr;,in ;\l]l.,.§1]£! g Smpled frequency distributions 9 means and ranges of 
graiin yield for. cross 1 are reported in Figure 7 o The compar'ison of 
p~i1Jr~!Q\tal maa:n:s showed that Redb.n was higher yielding than Plainsman 9 
but the Jll'1 hybrid exe:eeded both of the parents in grain yield o The 
ran.ge of the F2. population was very wide with the mean almost equal to · 
the l~rger parento An~lysis of variinca of parents and F1 of cross l 
for grain yi~ld is given in T~ble IXo A ~ignifi@ant differen0e w~s 
.t'om""ild between parents and F1 " Pa:rexrts did not differ signifi@antly o 
Figure 8 c:ont~ins s:mnpled frequen@y distr:ibu',ion£'1)) me2ns and r~.nge&Si 
of gr~in yi@ld for cross 2o There was very little differen@e between 
the means of gr'ain yield of the two p111,rent~" The F1 hybrid exc:eedied 
Combine 7078 9 the larger par6nt 9 by about twenty-five gramse 'This was 
a ~ignifi@ant in@rease over the means of the parent~ 9 a~ indicated in 
the M$alysi~ of variance :tn Table X.. The F2 mean grain yield was al!Slo 
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Figur~ 7~ Frequency histograIDs~ means and ranges of grain yield per plant for 
the parentsJJ F1 and F2 generations of cross ll' Redlan x Plainsman .. 
TABLE IX 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
grain yield of the parents and Fi of cross 1 9 
Redlan x Plainsmanp and F2 varianceo 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 34377.40 
Replications 3 173084 57.94 
Varietiee 2 5570.01 2785.00* 
P1 vs. P2 1 2041.88 2041.88 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 . 1 3528.10 3528.10* 
Reps x Vari~ties (Error) 6 2202.35 367.05 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) 3 1342o'75 447.58 
Reps x (F1 vs. P1 + P2) 3 859.60 286.53 
With .d.n varieties 168 264.31 .. 18 157 .. 32 
P1 56 7576.26 1.35.29 
P2 56 84040.39 150 .. 07 
F1 56 104;0.5.3 186.60 
F2 224 · 51;21.47 2.30.00 
TABLE X 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for 
grain yield of the parents and F1 of cross 2~ 
Combine kafir-60 x Combine 7078\; and F 2 variance o 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares- · Squarea 
Total 179 6544:5 .. 40 
Replications 3 885075 295025 
Varieties 2 31517001 15758 .. 50** 
P1 vs. P2 l 696001 696.01 
Fl VSo Pl T P2 l .30821000 3082lo00H 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 1306037 Zl7.72 
Reps x (~ V$o P2) 3 253.82 84 .. 60 
Reps x ( 1 vs. P1 +P2) 3 1052.55 350 .. 85 
Within vari~ties 168 31736 .. 27 188 .. 90 
P1 56 5066.66 90.47 
P2 56 93;0 .. 26 166.96 
F1 56 17.319 .. 35 309 .. 27 
F2 224 52/J.lol7 233 .. 90 
* Signifi~ant at the 5 percent levelo 
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Figure 8. Frequen@yhistogra.ms 9 means and ranges of grain yield per plant for 
the parents 9 F1 and F2 generations of cross 2, Combine kafir~O x 
f',..n,h-1 ...,_ '7rV70 
38 
higher yield of some plants which widened the range. The data on grain 
yield indicated that the higher weight of the hybrid heads was due to 
more grain yield in both crosses. 
Threshing percentageg Sampled frequency distributions, means and 
ranges of threshing percentage for cross 1 are presented in Figure 9. 
There was a difference of about 2.7 percent between the mean threshing 
percentage of Redlan and Plainsman. The means of the F1 and the F2 were 
intermediate between the parents. 
The difference between the parents was found to be significant in the 
analysis of variance given in Table XI. This was due to the very insig-
nificant difference between the F1 and the parents which increased the 
mean square for the comparison between parents. 
Sampled frequency distributions 9 means and ranges of threshing per-
centage for cross 2 may be found in Figure 10. The means of the parents 9 
F1 and F2 were very similar. Rang~s of Combine 7078 and F2 population 
were wide due to some individual scattered observations. 
,. 
The analysis of variance of threshing percentage for cross 2 in 
Table XII 9 showed no signifi~ant differences. 
Weight of 100 seeds g Sampled frequency distributions of weight of 
100 seeds 9 their means and ranges for cross 1 are shown in Figure 11. 
The frequency histogram of Plainsman is skewed with the accumulation of 
observations towards the lighter weight side. The means of the F1 hybrid 
and the F2 population were intermediate between the two parents. Histo= 
grams of F1 and F2 seemed to indicate genetic control by quantitative char= 
acterso There was no effect of heterosis on seed size in cross 1. The 
range of the F1 population was increased due to a plant which had very 
heavy seeds. A large range in the F2 was expected due to recombinations. 
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Figllre 9. Frequenl(;ly histogramB, means and ranges of threshing percentage for thi!li 
TABLE XI 
Analysis of variance of individual plant. data for threshing 
percentage of the parents and F1 of cross 1, 
Redlan x Plainsman, and F2 variance. 
Source of Variation Degrees of sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 2323.82 
Replications .3 113.94 37.98 
Varieties 2 216058 18.29 
P1 vs. P2 1 216.55 f16.55* 
FJ. vs. P1 + P2 l 0.03 0.03 
Reps=x Varieties (Error) 6 106 .. 5() 17075 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) .3 75 .. 52 25.14 
Reps :x: (F1 vs. P1 + P2 ) 3 30.99 10.3.3 
Within varieties 168 1886.77 llo2; 
P1 56 719.91 12.s; 
P2 56 618063 11.04 
F1 56 548023 9 .. 78 
F2 224 4274012 19.08 
TABLE XII 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for threshing 
percentage of the parents and F1 of cross 2, 
Combine kafir...60 x Combine 7078~ and F2 variance. 
==-
Sour~e of Variation D(:lg?:'ees of Sum of Mean 
FJ;'\,eedom Squares Squares 
Ti(jltal 179 3257.29 
Repli~ations 3 365 .. 59 12L86 
Varieties 2 20.33 10ol6 
P1 VSo P2 1 9086 9086 
Fl VSo Pl;- P2 1 10047 10.47 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 315087 52064 
Reps x (P1 VSo P2) 3 50.52 l6o84 
Reps x (F1 VSo P1 + Pz) 3 -"265.35 88.45 
Within varieties 168 2555.50 15 .. 21. 
P1 5Q 828.53 14.79 
P2 56 . 819 .. 14 14.62 
F1 56 907.,83 16 • .21 
F2 224 4621.92 20.63 
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Figu~~ 10. Frequency histogramss means and ranges of threshing petcentage for 
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Figure 11. Frequ~ncy histograms~ means and ranges of weight of 100 seeds for 
the parentsg F1 and F2 generations of cross la Redlan x Plainsmana 
4.3 
A~alysi~ of varian~e of weight of 100 seeds for cross l is given 
in Tabl\SJ IIIJ):o The dif:f'erei:n~e be't;ween the parents was signifi~ant~ in= 
dicating that Redla:n seeds were heavier than those of Plainsman. There 
was no significant difference between the Fi and the parents. These data 
on weight of 100 seeds seem to indicate that the higher yield of grai~ 
in this hybrid was not due to the heavier seeds. 
Figilllr$ 12 refers to the sampled frequency distributions~ means 
and rang@s of weight ~f 100 seeds for cross 2o Seeds of Combine 7078 
w~re Oo57 grams heavi~r than Combine kafir=-600 The mean. of the F1 hybrid 
was graat~r than the mean of the two parents but did not exceed the 
heavbir parent.. The mean weight of 100 seeds of the F2 population was 
intermediat~ between the parents with a larger range. 
Analysis of variance for weight of 100 seeds for cross 2 is given 
in Table XIVo The differenGe between the seed weight of Combine kafir= 
60 and Ciombina 7078 was highly significant o Difference between the F1 
and the par~nts Wli1S not eig:nificanto Again the higher yield of grains 
of this hyb~id was not due to the heavier seeds. 
Number of seeds par plantg Sampled frequency histograms for number 
of ~eeds per plant for cros~ l are presented in Figure 130 The means of 
the par@nts differed only by 88 seedso The mean of the hybrid was greater 
than the laTger par~Xllt by 364 ~eedso The F2 mean. was also higher than 
the larger par~nt with a wider range. 
Analysis of variance for number of seeds per plant for ©ros~ l may 
be found in Table XV o A signifi©ant difference at the 5 percent level 
was fiotmd between the F1 hybrid and parent~ .. 
Figur~ 14 will indicate the sampled frequency distributions~ means 9 
and ranges oJ number of seeds per plant for cross 2. -Heterosis was 
TABLE XIII 
Analysis of varian~ia of individual plant data for weight 
of 100 seeds of the parents and·F1 of.cross lp 
Radlan x Plainsman 9 and F2 variance • 
. i 
Sou:rce of Variation Degrees of Suin or· Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 29.l.3 
Raplication!Sl .3 0.42 0.14 
Var:leitie~ 2 .3o81 L90* 
P1 vs. P2 1 .3 0 71 Jo7l** 
F1 VSo P1 + P2 1 0.10 0.10 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 LIO 0~18 
Reps x (Pl VSo P2) 3 0.97 0 • .32 
Reps x (Fl vs. P1 + P2) 3 0.13 0J04 
Within vari~ties 168 23077 0.14 
P] , 56 6051· O.ll 
P2 56 5o46 0.09 
F1 56 11080 ,0.21 
F:, 224 421>12 0.18 
"" 
TABLE XIV 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for weight 
of 100 seeds of the parents and F1 of cross 2~ 
Clombin~ kaf'ir=60 x Combine 7078 9 and F2 variancao 
S(o·nrce of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 38.78 
RieJplicationiS 3 20?8 Oo92 
Varieties 2 10.61* 5 .. .30** 
. F1 VSo P2 ~ 1 9 .. 55* 9e55** 
F1 VSo P1 T P;2 1 L06 1.06 
Reps x Va:ri<SJties (Error) 6 1 .. 18 0.19 
Reps x (P1 VSo P2) .3 0.45 0.15 
Reps x (F1 VS O P1 + p 2) 3 0 .. 73 0 .. 24 
Within varieties 168 24o2l 0.14 
P1 56 4 .. 81 0.08 
P2 56 9 .. 44 0 .. 16 
F1 56 9.96 0 .. 17 
F2 224 46 .. 02 0 .. 20 
* Signifi@ant at the 5 peroent level. 
**Signifi©ant at the l per©ent level. 
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Figure 13. Frequency histograms£) means and ranges of number of seeds per plant 
for the narentsn F, and F~ UATIArAtionA n~ ~~ORA 1 - RAn1an v P1ainGman. 
TABLE XV 
Analysis of variance of' individual-plant data for number 
·· of seeds per plant of the parents and F1 of cross 1 9 
Redlan x Plainsman, and F2 variance .. 
-
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 94876989, 
R~plications 3 1077944, 359314-o~ 
Va:diaties 2 6876675, 3438337.5 
P1 vs. P2 l 234968, 234968qo 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 l 661;1707_ 66J;l707o0* 
Reps x Vari~ties (Error) 6 5579208, 92986800 
Reps x (Pl vs •· P2) 3 4192275, 1:397425.0 
Reps x (l!.,1 vs. P1 + P2) 3 1386933,, 462311.0 
Within varietiesi 168 81343157 484185 .. 4 
P1 56 18652654, 333083.l 
P2 56 23820849, 42537203 
F1 56 38869650. 694100.8 
F2 224 147028701- 656378.1 
TABLE XVI 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for number 
of seeds per plant of the parents and FJ. of cross 22 
Combine kafir=60 x Combine 7078 9 and F2 variance., 




Totei 179 91887991 
Mean 
Squares 
Replicatioru~1 3 895160. 298.38606 
Vari®ti~~ 2 29499864 14749932 .. 0 
Pl VSo P2 l 2737630,. 273763000'3* 
F1 VSo Pl+ Pz l 26762234, 267622.3400* 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 4117002, 686167o0~ 
Reps X (P1 VSo P2) 3 257122" 857070.3 
Reps x (F1 vs o P1 + P2) ;3 3859880- 1286626 .. 6 
With.in varieties 168 57375965" 34152.3 .. 6 
·pl 56 13340999, 2.38232 .. l 
P2 56 11621352 20752401 
F1 56 32413612, 578814.'.5 
F2 "='224~----~9~:1=83:=-:44~03~,-. --4~0~9=9=75::-e""""G~·--
* Signifi~ant at the 5 percent level .. 
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Figure 14. Frequency histogram.s 9 means and ranges of number of seeds per plant 
for the parentso F, and F? ~enerations 0£ n~ORR ?_ r.nmbin• ~e~4~...t.n 
49 
evid~nt in the hyblr'idr which exceeded the mean of the larger parent by 
667/ Slei~d~o The range of the F1 be~ame wider due to a single plant which 
had 5100 s~eds., The F2 population had a ~ontinuous variation, was nor= 
m.ally distlr'ibuted and the mean exoeeded the greater parent., 
Tabl@ XVI gives the analysis of variance of number of seeds per 
plant for @r©ss 2o The sub<=diwision of error variance into its co~o-
nent~ indi©at@d heiter©geneiit,y of va.rian@~ at 5 per©ent levelo HeinG(SJ 
the ~pp:t"©priat@ ©omp©neints of err©r variance w~re used to test the sig= 
~ifi@an©~ of ©©mparisonso This indi©ated signifi©ant difference betYe@n 
3nd betwe6~ par6nts. and F1 at the 5 percent levelo If wh@l6 
~rlf'@r wa:R":la)l')1©a '!r!©u1d have bl8lelrli u!!lled to test the hypothesis j) then the 
diff'er~ne:e between the parents would have been non=signifi©ant and dif= 
ferie1mi©e betwreien the pe.r161nts and F1 highly signifi!Clant9 giving biased 
re:sul ts: o The l©1S\Sl in degrees of freedom. in components of varian1Ge vill 
mak&$ itai 111se sio:m.erlililha~i lC!bjectionabla.. But it will be highly objectionabl~ 
us1SJ ·thl'.ll hatalr.~l(iJgenou~ var'iSlll\t)(! for testing the hypothesis" 
Iali viteiw of t,he abic.,)viilJ results 9 it is apparent "that 9 increased 
num.beir. ©f seedlSl peir h1811:,1.d in both hybrids was a major factor contributing 
to the in@reas~d grain yi~ldo 
B1ll.she,l W(SJ~g Sampled freiquency histograms of bushel weight 9 with 
means and range~ for cro~~ 1 are given1n Figure l5o The differ~nCle be= 
twf~en the iJ:<BMS of the parents was one pound per bushel wherea£Ji the F1 
mean wa~ 1nt6lr1lliilediate between the two parentso There was a ~ontinu~us 
V~:R"iation in the F2 population and the mean was exa~tly the same as of 
the F1 hybrido Tlhesie results in bush~l weight were expeic:ted 'While ©«.xn= 
~idering the weight of 100 seed~4 
Th~ an~ysis of varimJJ©e of bushel weight for cross l -whi©h is 
gi~J'ellll in Table XVII 9 show<eid no_ signifil(]ant differe:n©es., Generally th® 
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Figure 150 Frequen©y histograms 9 means and ranges of bushel weight for the 
par~nts 9 Fi and F2 generations of cross 1, Redlan x Plainsmano 
5.0 
TABLE XVII 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for bushel 
weight of the parents and F1 of cross 1, 
Redlan x Plainsman~ and F2 variance. 
-· Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
Total 179 8580.36 
Replications 3 47.79 15.93 
Varieties 2 .38 • .3.3 19.16 
Pl vs. P2 1 .37 o4J. .37 ~.41 
F1 vs. Pl+ P2 l 0 .. 92 Oo92 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 119 .. 81. 19 .. 96 
Reps x Pl vs. P2 3 8,3.81 27 .. 9.3 
Reps x F1 VSlo P1 + P:2 .3 .36.00 12000 
Within varieties 168 652.82 .3.88 
P1 56 .308.24 5o50 
P2 56 181.6.3 .3.24 
F1 56 162.95 2.90 
F2 224 784.96 .'.3o50 
I 
TABLE XVIII 
Analysis of variance of individual plant data for bushel 
weight of the parents·and F1 of cross 2~ 
Combine kafir-60 x Combine 7078~ and F2 varianoeo 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Freedom Squares Squares 
T@tal 179 589.83 
RiS!plications 3 48e76 16.25 
Varieitie!:il 2 149 .. 80 74,.90** 
P1 vs~ P2 1 123.83 123 .. 83** 
F1 vs. P1 + P2 l 25.97 25 .. 97* 
Reps x Varieties (Error) 6 20 .. 97 3.49 
Reps x (P1 vs. P2) 3 ,~.65 lo55 
Reps x (F1 vs:.. P1 + P2) . -3 16 .. 32 5.44 
With1n varieties 168 :370.30 2.20 
P1 56 112 .. 03 2.00 
P2 56 119.20 2.12 
F1 56 139007 2 .. 48 
F2 224 732049 3o27 
* Signifi~ant at the 5 percent level. 
**Signifi©ant at the 1 per~ent level. 
51 
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bu~h@l w~ight of $©rghtllm~ varies around 56 pounds. The bushel weightt 
~al©Ulated in this t~~t weir~ around 5o·poundso This may have been due 
to the us~ of a mi@r©meth~d for determining bushel weight as dee~ribad 
by ~wan~on (38) for use on wheat samples. The available grain from 
~ingl~ plants would not permit use of standard bushel weight apparatus. 
A~ ei.11 the bushel weights of varieties and other generations were de= 
te:rminad by the same procedure 9 relative data should have been obtainea. 
Figiure 16 r~pre~~nts the sampled frequency distributions 9 means 
' 
and ranges of bushel weight for cros~ 2o Combine kaf'ir=60 averaged two 
potmdiel higher in bushel weight than Combine 70780 The mean of the F1 
hybrid for bushel weight was very near to the heavier parento The F2 
~ean was intermediate between the parents and it had a greater range of 
Vwr."iatiol!ll with a Gontinuous and nprmal frequency distribution. 
h 
!2ble XVIII gives the analysis of variance of bushel weight for 
~r~s~ 2a A highly sig:nifi~ant difference was indicated between the 
parents and a signifi~w,.t difference was noted between the parents and 
F1 hybrido The~e differences though not evident from the data were re= 
corded due to an unexplained small error variance. 
~:t'fe:re~'.~lt of variou.s_cllarag!eri, in male fertile and male steril,! 
~ of F2=eopuls.tions g Raferenicie was ma.de to the male sterility in . 
F2 populations of the tw© .crosseso It was stated that it would be of 
interest to know whether there were any differences in various chara©ters 
of fertile and ~teril~ plants~ The means of various characters of f~rti,la 
and steril~ plants are presented in Table XI:;., In the two crosse~ dif= 
ferences betwe~~ means were found in head ~eight» grain yield~ weight 
of 100 ~e~d~ 9 and n'l.ml.ber of seeds per planta The differences were sta= 
tisti@rully tested by analysis of varianceo Table XX gives the analysis 
COMBINE KAFIR-60 COMBINE 7078 
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,Figure 160 Frequency histograms 9 means and ranges of bushel weight for the 

















Means of nine plant and ~~~d @hara@tere of male fertil® 
and male steril~ plmit~ in F2 populations of th~ 
two ~orghum @rose~s 
Head - Head- (h~ai:n No. of Bushel Wl!ight of Threshing 
H~ight Length Weight Yial.d 100 seed&lil Percwtage seeds/ Weight 






















































Fertile vs. sterile 
Error 
TABLE XX 
Analysis of variance of m~l~ £artila and ste~il~ plants in 











. Mean sguare11 
Head W'eight Head Weight Grain Yield Grain Yield 
-Cross l Cross 2 Cross 1 
J862c46 1144 .. 56 1467.89 
5613 .. 24 217 .. 29 3169 .. 36 
1011050 1836 .. 75 898 .. 1.3 
Weight of 100 
Seeds 
Number of Seeds 
Per Plant 






· 1383731 .. 
Cross 2 
131 .. 97 
2 .. 73 
5311 .. 81 






• * Signifi©ant at the 5 percent level. 












of v~rian©~ of various ©haracters for fertile and sterile plants in the 
F2 populati«:nn~ ©f thei two ©rosses:.. Sums of squares for mean 9 repli©a= 
tionw and sterility,were computed on the IoBcMo 650 by abbreviated 
iunoolittlcei'1 progrwno Error sum of squares was the difference between 
the total and the other sum of squares. A significant differenee for 
head weight between fertile and sterile plants was not shown .. The head 
wsight of F2 fertile and sterile p!a~ts of cross 2 also does not differ 
signi.f'i©antly as indi©ated in analysis of variance Table XXo 
A~ r~ported in Table XX the analysis 0£ variance of grain yield for 
~ross land 2.9 reispec:tiveilyj) does not indicate significant diff~rence~ 
of' g:rrwdln yi(eylds in the fertile and sterile plants of F~{ populations o 
~:J\jff'ere.lli\~e~ in 't~hlr'ieiaihing perciantage of fertile and sterile plants weir® 
also n©t ~ignifi©ante 
M~an~ of weight of 100 seeds in ~ross 2 in Tabla XIXJ) showed that 
th(9J steli'."iliei plant,iSl had larger seeds than the fertile plants in the F,2 
geineratfr.,ltll., The analysis of variance given in Table XX show thie dif= 
fer®ln©®J 'w be Bignifi~ant at the 5 percent level~ Sterile plants in F2 
piopulation©J «:if both crosses had fewer see,ds than the fertile plants o 
Thgugh the di.f'f ei1"'ell'lCl<eJS in nmnber of seeds were not f o'iUI!.d significant in 
the analysis of varian©e 9 these differences appeared to be suffi~ient to 
show that the larger' seede: in sterile heads were due to .fewer seeds pelr' 
head e R,§ldt1©@d ©ompeti tion between seeds of a head and increasl/:'Jd nutri= 
tionrul potential could result in larger seeds .. The fewe:r number of seieds 
in stlsllril(;ll plants @ould be due to lack of complete female fertility or 
to inc:omplet@ fertili:ziation as ©ompared to the fertile heads whera eveiey 
flower of a ~pikel@t has it~ o~n polleno Bushel weight was not affe~ted 
by the ~terility of pl~t~ in F2 generations and differences were not 
found ~:itgnifi@:ant. 
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In vi~w of the above results it appeared that male sterility did 
not effe©t the performance of the sterile plants as a wholeo Fewer 
$aeds on male sterile plants were to some extent baianced by inGreased 
size of seeds i.n sterile heads P making the differences in total yield 
,, 
insignificanto 
~~8 Tabla XX~ ~ivas ~he means, analysis of variance 
and multiple range test f©r ~otein oo~~en~_ of cr~ss lo Any two means. 
undara@~r~d by the same line are not significantly differento Signifi-. - -
cant differsnces ware found b~twaen_Rad:lan and Plainsman 9 R,edlan and Fi 
hybrid and Redlaiill and F2 generation. The mean of the F1 hybrid was 
greater than the higher parentw 
Analy~1s of variance and multiple range test for protein conte~t of 
cross 2 are reported in Table XXII. The mean of the F1 hybrid was between 
' 
the t,\'IO par~nt~ o The mean of Combine kafir-60 was significantly diff er\Blnt 
f~om all_otber gsnerationse 
HERITABILITIES OF CHARACTERS 
The heritabilities of ~haraaters as calculated by the F2 varian©Ell 
method are given in Tabl@ XXIII. Heritabilities for days to first blo©m~ 
in the two cr©ssie~5J were comparatively higho The heritability estimates 
ranged fr(i))m 40o0 to 5lo0 percent in cross 1 and cross 29 respectivelyo 
Beritabilities for plant height were the highest estimates obtained 
when com.pared to other cllaracters in the two crosseso The~e were 48.8 
and 73ol percent in cross land 2~ respectively. These estimates were in 
g®neral agreement lid.th the heritabilities of plant height cal©Ulated by 
siderable differen@e in heritabilities between the two crosses for the 
smna @haractar. It was due to the larger variance of the F2 p~pulation 
TABLE XXI 
Analysis of variance and multiple range test of protein 
content for parentsj F1 and F2 generations of 
cross 1, Redlan x Plainsman 





















Analysis of variance and multiple range test of protein 
content for parents, F1 and F2 generations of 
cross 2, CQmbine kafir-60 x Combipe 7078 
Source of Variation Degrees of Sum. of Mean 
Freedom 'Squares Squares 
Total 15 15.96 
Replications .3 0.02 0.07.3 
Varieties .3 1.3 • .35 4 .452** 
Error 9 21159 0.287 
Mean protein percentage and multiple range test1 
Combine kafir-60 F1 hybrid F2 Combine 
ll.£t20 12.672 12.222 l,2.762 
**Significant at the 1 percent level. 
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Heri ta.bilities of nine agronomic characters in 
two erosses of grain sorghum as calculated 
by F2, variance metho9-
Cross 1 Cross 2 
(Red.lan x Plainsman.) (Combine kafir-60 
x Combine 7078) 
Days to Fir~t Bloom 40o0 5lo0 
Plant Height 48 .. 8 73.1 
Head La!C\gth 2.3.2 40o5 
Head Weight 34.S 19o2 
Grain Yield :31o6 l9o2 
Thre:shir.1g Percentage 41 .. 1 26 .. 2 
Wreiiglb.t of 100 Sesdsi 25o0 29 .. 2 
Nillll!l.ber of Seeds Per Plant 26o2 1606 
&lsheil Weight -10 .. 8 32 .. 7 
... 
in ©ros~ 2 whereas the envi~onmental variance remained about the same in 
both crosseso Individu~--p~a~~-!3~~eetion in the F2 populations should be 
effective for these two characters. 
Heritability es~imates of head length in cross 1 and cross 2 were 
23.2 and 40o5 perceinti> respectively. This was a sharp reduction in. values 
from plant height to head length 9 and,it was due to the smaller differen~es . . - ·-. . '-· . -· 
between the F2 phanotyp~o __ ,rari~~a ~nd Pv_ P29 and F1 environmental vari= 
an~eo The differences between the means of the parents were slight and 
little segregation should be_expected in F20 This might have made the 
differ~nee betw~an the phanotypi© variance and environmental variance 
smallero 
Head weight was relatively more heritable in cross 1 than in cro$e 
2o Estimates obtained varied from 3408 percent in cross 1 to 19o2 per-
cent in cross 2.. Du.e to the nature of the calculations high .heri te.bili-
ties are due to a large r2 phenotypic variance, or a reduced en~i~omu.ental 
variance, Illl these two crosses the F2 phenotypio variance was 1:lmilu·9 
while a redu~tion in the environmental variance in or~es 1 resulted in 
an i:ncrease in the pertele:nt herita.bilityo Heritabilitias for grain yield 
were similar to head weight_ in bo:t,h __ crosses. This similar:! ty was prob= 
ably due· to a elose association of these two characterso It appears that 
selection in F2 for head weight or grain yield would be only moderat~ly 
effectiwee This ~on£onns to, results obtained with other cropso 
The estimate of heritability for threshing percentage was fairly 
high in cross 1 while it was relatively low in cross 2. The estimates 
ranged from 41.1 to 26o2 percent in the two crosseso Threshing percemtage 
was one of the most heritable characters in cross 1 9 being ex~esded only 
by plant heighto Selection in the F2 for threshing percentage would be 
quite effecitive in smne crossesii but less effective in others. 
. . .. - . 
H9ritabilities tor weight~ 100 seeds were 25o0 percent in cross l 
and 29o2 percent in cross 2o There was less difference between these 
two estimates .for the two crosses than for any other character in the 
studyo 
NUll!lber or seeds per plant for cross 1 was 26.2 percent and for 
©ross 2 was 1606 percent heritable. Increased pbanotypic variance ©al= 
- - . -· 
©Ulated fr~:m ~~e __ F2 popu~atio:i.a in cros~ l resulted in a comparatively 
highe~ h~rita~il~ty e~~imats f?r ~is cllaractero Selection in F2 for 
~eed weight and for n1l]JD.ber of seeds per plant would be only moderately 
The estimd,ei of hl5ri tabili ty for bushel weight in cross l was negs.= 
tiveio arb.is was due to an exceptionally large environmental varianc~ 
·- -· 
w.icll exceeded the F2 phenotypi~ varianceo The resulting negative valu!!< 
may be considered a poor estimate of zero heritability. Bushel weight 
in cross 2 'IJB.S 32o7 percent heritable. Apparently9 selection could be 
mod~rately ~ffectiw~ in some F2 populations 9 but would be a random 
eampl~ in .a population like cross lo 
The F2 v~rianc~ method ~ich has been used for calculating esti= 
mates of heritability is subjected to some limitationso It does not 
~aparat~ the variance~ due to dominance deviations and epistasiso 
Heritability ©al©Ulated by this meth©d is a rati~ between the difference 
of F2 phenotypi© variance and environmental variance over F2 phenotypic 
warian@so An. @~eil"estim2!~i~n is.expected due ~o the ino~usion ofdC?mi= 
nan@~ deJrlations and epistasi:s variances in the genotypi© variance •. 
Th~ larger F2 p~pulat;ons might hav~ also affected the ~2 variance meth~d 
dn©e their sizi!iii was four tim~s that of the parents or F1 hybrid.., This 
larg~r population mig~t be expected to include more variation due to 
environmental and other factorso 
CORRELATION OF CHARACTERS· 
Simple correlation coefficients of various oharacters were calcu-
lated accordin~,tc, Sne~ecor (31) by u~ing data from the F2 populatio:m.s 
of the two crosseso These coefficients are presented in Table XXIV. 
It was interesting to note that most of the correlation coefficients 
-· . . . . 
in the two crosses were very similar. 
A very.high positive_ oQrrelation was found between head weight and 
grain yield (0.9)~ between head weight and number of seeds per plant (0.7)p 
I ··- - , ' • • ' 
and betwe~n g~a;n 1,~eld an~ rromber of seeds per plant (Oo7)o This indi= 
@ated that plants lili~h heavier heads had more grain yield and more seeds 
per pla.nt. Days to. !irst bloom "WSS positively correlated with bushel 
weight ir.a cross_l ~dwith weight of 100 seeds in cross 2., A highly 
sigllllifi@ant negati'H correlation was found between days to first bloom 
and number of seeds per plant in oross 2. This suggests that early 
-- . 
blooming plants.will have more _seeds with a decrease in bushel weighto 
- _M, ••• 
A highly_s~gni.fi©an.t, and positive correlation. was obtained between 
plant heigh~ and hea~ length in both crosses. Plant height_was also 
positively corr~lated with head weight and with grain yieldo Therefore~ 
it appears that the taller plants will have longer heads accompanied by 
Head length was positively and significantly correlated with head 
weight~ grain yield a~d number of seeds per plant in both crosses~ and 
-· -· 
~"ith bush~l weight in @ross 29 at the 5 percent level. This seems to 
indicate that s~lectio:n for head length would be effective in improving 
grain yield .. 





Weight of 100 seeds 




Simple @~rrelation coefficients of nine agronomi@ 
char-acte:rs in two crosses of' grain. sorghum\lj 
@al@ulated from F2 data 
-·-- - - -- =--- - - - -- - -· 
Head Head Grain Weight of Threshing 
Length Weight Yield 100 Seeds -Percent 
=00051 =00047 0.112 =0 .. 055 
~0.026 Oo02J. Oo.348** Ool.00 
0.4]..3** 0.192** 0.202** 
00295** Ool2.3 0.186** 
0.405** 0 .. .376** -Oo0.31 
0.4J.O** Oo.346** 0.084 
Oo962** -Ool23 Ool92** 

















. The upper coefficients of ea~_pair refer to cross 1 and the lower to 
* Signifi@ant at the 5 percent level. 











0 • .3.29** 





Correlation coefficients of head weight and threshing percentage 
sh~wed that the heavier heads will thresh better. In cross 2 head weight 
was positively correlated with bushel weight. 
- - . -· 
Grain yield was negatively correlated with weight of 100 seeds 9 
positiw~ly correlated with threshing percentage 9 and with number of seeds 
per plant in both crosses and with bushel weight in cross 2 • .Plants with 
hi.gh grain yield 'Will 9 therefore 9 have small size seeds 9 with an increase 
in num1bier of ~eed.s o In cross 2 higb. grain yield will also be accompanied 
by a gain in bushel weight. . . 
Significia~tly_bigh and negative correlations were noted between 
weight of 100 seeds and nwnber of seeds per plant in both crosses .. Bushel 
weight was positively correlated with weight of 100 seeds in both crosses. 
' -- J - -· • 
~t ~eism.a logical ~hat_plants with larger seeds will have less seeds. 
Positive correla·l;ion between weight of 100 seeds and bushel weight should 
.-• •• I 
not always be expeGtedo 
A negativ~ and significant correlation was found between number of 
seeds per plant and bushel weight in cross lo 
SUMMARY AN~ CONCLUSIONS 
A study of quantitative characters in two crosses of grain sorghum 
was undertaken at Perkins Agronomy Research Station during the summer of 
19590 Ten quantitative characters studied were: (l).D~ys to first bloom, 
(2) Plant heighti (3) Head lengthi (4) Number of tillers; (5) Head weight; 
(6) Grain yield; {7) Threehing percentage; (8) Weight of 100 seeds; (9) 
Nmnber of seied.a pe1• plant; and (10) Bushel weighto The parents)) Recilaa x . . 
Plainsm.m c~rOHl l) ~ and Combine ka:f'ir-60 x Combine 7078 '(cross 2) i their 
_F1 hybrids and F2 generations were gro'W?l in a randomized complete blDck 
dedgn. Sixt,y individual plants equally spaced at eighteian inches were 
etudied from the parents and F1 populations and 240 plants from the 
reapectiwa F2 ganarationso Analyse~ of variance~ estimates of haritabil= 
ity~ and simple correlation coefficients were calculated by appropriate 
comput~tions 9 (429 41» 3l)o Protein content of all generations was 
analy~edo Male stsrility in F2 populations was observed and differences 
of va~ious ©haracters i~ male fertile and male sterile portions of these 
All the cllaracters indicated multiple factor inheritance by·norme.1 
frequency distributions$ with a p•rtial dominance of tallness over short= 
' . 
~ass and larger seed size over smaller seed size in cross 2o 
Male sterility was controlliad by a single pair of factors in both 
crosse~ 9 where the gene for male fertility was dominant over its·alleleo 
A Jgl ratio of male fertile and male sterile plants was obtained in F2 
population~. 
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In cross 1 9 heterosis of_ the F1 hy~rid was evident for the follow= 
ing characterss (1) Days to first bloom; (2) head length, (3) head 
weight, (4) Grain yield; (5) Number of seeds per plant; and (6) Protein 
content .. 
In Gross, 2 heterosis was evident in all the characters studied 
ex<CJept protE3in contento Increased gain yield in the. first generation 
hybrids was mainly due to increased seed number per planto 
The means of various characters of male fertile and male sterile 
plants in F2 populations indicated that the performance of. the male ster= 
ile plants was unaffected by sterility .. In sterile heads seed number 
was reduced but this was balanced by an increase in seed size. 
Plant height was highly heritable.in both crosses. The estimate~ of 
heritability for this character were 4808 and 7:3ol percent in cross 1 and 
2 9 respe©tivelyo Heritabilities of other characters ranged from -lOoS 
percent for bushel weight in cross l to 5lo0 percent for days to fir5t 
bloom in cros~ 2o It was concluded that individual plant selection in 
the F2 populations should be effe©tive for plant height and days to first 
bloom and moderately effective for head weight 9 grain yield 9 threshing 
percentage and weight of 100 s~edilE~ 
Correlation c~effi~ients indi~ated a very high positive association 
betwe~ii1 head weight and grain yield in both crosses (r ~ 0~9),. Selec= 
tion for heavier heads will 9 therefor~ 9 be accompanied by increased grain 
yielde Grain yield and number of seeds per plant were also highly and 
positively correlated 9 (r ~ Oo7) 9 in both crosses~ Sign;ficant positive 
associations were obtained in the following charactersg 
Daya to first bloom and weight of 100 seeds in cross 2 
and'bushel weight in ©ross 1 
Plant height and head length in cros~es 1 and 2 
and grain yield in erossesl and 2 
Head length and head weight in crosses 1 and 2 
and grain yield in crosses 1 and 2 
and number of sered8 per plant in. crosses 1 and 2 
and bushel weight in oross 2 
H~ad weight and grain yield in crosses 1 and 2 
and threshing percentage in crosses land 2 
an~ .. number of i!l<&edei per plant in croHes 1 and 2 
~ and bu$hel weight in cross 2 
Grain yield and threshing percentage in crosses land 2 
and number of seed, per plant in orosees land 2 
and bushel weight in cross 2 
W~ight ~r 100 seeds and buehel weight in crosses land 2 
Sig.lifi@ant negative correlations were indicated~ between days to 
first bloom and number of et5ede p'er pla,nt in cross 2~ between grain 
yield and weight of 100 seed~ in cross 1 9 between weight of 100 seed~ 
and number of seed~ per plant in both crosses and between number of 
$~eds per plant and bush~l weight in ~roes lo 
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